STEIGER DYNAMICS launches FORGE Living Room Gaming PC at CES 2020

REDWOOD CITY/LAS VEGAS (January 7th, 2020) – At the Consumer Electronics Show 2020, Living Room PC manufacturer STEIGER DYNAMICS launches the liquid cooled FORGE compact Gaming PC.

Measuring only 6.7 x 18.5 x 10.8 inches (17 x 47 x 27.4 cm (WxHxD), 22 L volume), FORGE feels equally home on desks, TV cabinets and other areas with limited space. FORGE can be placed vertically or horizontally while providing equal cooling performance and quietness levels.

Based on a modified Phanteks Evolve Shift chassis, FORGE features a high-quality, vibration-optimized, sand-blasted aluminum design with side mesh or windows. FORGE is available in Satin Black and Anthracite Grey color options. 120 and 140mm CPU liquid cooling options and 140mm case fans allow for maximum air flow and ultra-quiet operation at idle and low loads. This gives FORGE the capability to handle latest generation overclocked Intel CPUs up to 10 cores/20 threads and the AMD Ryzen 9 3950X with 16 cores/32 threads as well full-size NVIDIA graphics cards up to the GeForce RTX 2080 Ti.
Highlights:

- Configurations starting from $749
- Compact design that allows for horizontal or vertical placement
- CPUs up to 10-Core Intel i9-10900K (once available) and 16-Core AMD Ryzen 9 3950X
- NVIDIA graphics cards up to GeForce RTX 2080 Ti with HDMI 2.0b, HDR10, G-Sync and HDCP 2.2
- Configurable with up to two M.2 NVMe PCIe SSDs and 1x 3.5” HDD or 2x 2.5” HDDs/SSDs
- Optional RAID1 and 0 arrays for SSDs and HDDs
- Standard Gigabit Ethernet, Dual-band ac Wi-Fi and BT 4.0 (or higher)
- Optional, syncable case, motherboard, memory and cooler RGB LEDs

Liquid cooled Intel and AMD processors, combined with M.2 SSD system drives and high-speed DDR4 memory give FORGE the performance of a high-end, large desktop PC in a compact housing. NVIDIA GeForce GTX and RTX graphics cards allow for content creation, all-ultra native 4K gaming, high-quality 4K streaming, and real-time madVR video upsampling. FORGE fully supports lossless bitstreaming of multi-channel surround sound including Dolby ATMOS.

Specs and Pricing:

FORGE is available in three lines. The Pure line starts at $749 and caters to media center, audio and video enthusiasts and allows for 4K Blu-ray disc playback. Core and Reference lines start at $1,199, feature AMD and Intel CPUs and are tailored to gamers and content creators.

FORGE is available to order on www.steigerdynamics.com now.

STEIGER DYNAMICS is the leading PC manufacturer for small and quiet systems, bringing highest-end computing to the comfort of the living room. For more information, please visit www.steigerdynamics.com and www.facebook.com/STEIGERDYNAMICS.

STEIGER DYNAMICS and FORGE are trademarks of STEIGER DYNAMICS LLC. Other company and product names may be trademarks of their respective owners.
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